
A human-centered design approach 

Science-based technologies to assess training

and monitoring 

Use of representative data 

Deep understanding the capability of models 

Rigorous Testing of data, model, and outputs

Constant monitoring after deployment

Life Singularity leverages the following practices, to

address biases and health inequities:

Life Singularity has committed to building a

responsible AI platform that will contribute to

making the society better. While building its AI

platform, Life Singularity has developed a set of

core principles across the deployment cycle, from

gathering and pre-processing data, to predicting

with real-world data.

The four principles of Life Singularity’s Responsible

AI are Fairness, Interpretability, Privacy, and

Security. Each principle has guided Life Singularity

in the journey of model development in harmonizing

data, and in identification, and mitigation of biases

from different sources. 
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We started with an aim to build a data foundation

that is representative, comprehensive, and unbiased.

We leveraged real-world data, which often has

biases embedded. We began with analyzing these

existing biases in our data which helped in building

our responsible and ethical AI foundation. Without

having fairness principles in the design, a predictive

health AI capability like ours can potentially do harm.

The data we use come from 19 national data sources.

It contains 150M patient records, with a total of over

a billion data points. The dataset contains over 330M

events and hyper-local epidemiology of 6,111 hospitals

and social determinants of health across 3,153 US

counties.
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This data enables us to take sensitive features like

race, gender, age, etc. into consideration and ensure

the models can be fair across different populations.

We show an overview of how we take multiple data

types, including social determinants into

consideration in building fairness models to serve

equality of outcomes with demographic parity.

Life Singularity's Foundation for Responsible AI



The real world data available to train the model

may have pre-existing bias to begin with. The

most common demographic biases seen under

data sets available are related to race, gender

and religion.  For example, a model could simply

learn to associate nurse with female and doctor

with male if that is the kind of historical data, it

is fed while training.

Uncomprehensive training examples could also

cause some amount of biases. For example, a

speech recognition system trained with adult

population may fail to recognize different

accents and evolving slangs or phrases used by

teenagers. Further, the system might have hard

time while working with speaking disabilities

related population.

Of all, the major problem is that there isn’t any

standard definition of fairness. The criteria is so

vast that an AI system has to account for user

experience, cultural, social, historical, political,

legal and ethical considerations, and of course

the underlying trade-offs. The situation is

analogous to the classical trolley problem,

should the trolley hurt five people standing on

one track or the only person standing on the

other track.

1.

2.

3.

There isn’t a single technique which could make a

machine learning model foolproof and cater to all

fairness demands. Instead, there are best practices

laid out by practitioners over a period of time which

could actually minimize the effect of unfairness in

the AI system.

The model should be designed with a concrete goal

in mind. Try to address multiple goals could make

the model prone to such fairness related bias. The

goals could be defined for the system to work fairly

across a given use case. For example, an AI solution

catered towards disease prediction could be

customized to penalize missed predictions heavily,

in a bid to reduce false negatives. We would agree

that the repercussions for false negatives weigh

much higher than false positives for clinical solutions

as it involves people's lives.

One example of applying Fairness in our platform is

our avatar Elli. When Elli interact with patients, she

captures the patient’s emotions, facial expressions,

and verbal responses. Elli then analyzes the

patient’s emotional state and gives corresponding

recommendations. This process requires our avatar

Elli to be fair and empathetic to work with patients

across different demographics. Research has

shown that only 10% of diseases are caused by

genetic factors, other 90% are caused by social

determinants factors, like lifestyle, sleeping

patterns, emotional states, etc. With this example,

let us dive into the four principles we have.

In recent years, AI systems have become a lot more

dependent and have a wider impact than ever

before. Decision makers around the globe are using

AI systems to take key decisions, and therefore it

becomes of utmost importance that these systems

are fair while suggesting any solution. With power

comes responsibility, and thus an inherent

unfairness in the AI system could lead to

catastrophic results. The major problem while

dealing with fairness are:

LIFE SINGULARITY ETHICAL AI

PRINCIPLE 1: FAIRNESS
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The datasets should be assessed for fairness and

ensuring a representative dataset could help

mitigate the biasness to a larger extent. Common

techniques such as data visualization and clustering

could assist to identify if there’s any underlying

episode of biasness in the dataset.

Adversarial learning as a testing technique could

help identify problems that are often masked by

aggregate metrics. Supplying highly biased inputs

to the model and analyzing the outputs could help

identifying the scenarios where the result produced

by the model tends to get unfair in terms of

predictions. Stress-testing model on difficult cases

could help evaluate models performance and

provide an estimate around the effort required to

update the current model.

Our dataset had an inherent bias with respect to

ethnicity feature due possibly due to the region

from which the data was collected. The initial

distribution around ethnicity looked like as shown in

following figure:

To begin with, we trained the model named as

Model_builtin on the default loss settings and

analyzed the results. After that we implemented

data mitigation techniques and the model was

trained again with two different training loss

settings for the models namely Model_five and

Model_medical. As could be seen in the figures,

although the accuracy took a hit in Model_five and

Model_medical, but the recall has increased

significantly from around 77% in Model_builtin to

99.8% for Model_five and Model_medical.

Also, the underprediction errors were high for Asian

ethnicity in the Model_builtin which meant around

62% of Asian who were positive were predicted as

negative by the Model_builtin. And high number of

False Negatives could have serious consequences in

the clinical domain. Post mitigation, Model_five and

Model_medical shows that underprediction was

reduced to almost zero which meant none of the

positive patient were predicted as negative by these

two models. Although they showed 38%

overprediction i.e. False Positives, but that is

acceptable as suggested by the stakeholders.
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Similarly, the distribution across gender feature

showed a high underprediction error for

Model_builtin, but was brought down to zero value

for the Model_five and Model_medical.
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Apart from the individual model’s fairness

distribution, we compared multiple models trained

with different mitigation techniques and the results

consistently showed that Model_builtin, as shown in

amber color in the comparison plots, were high on

accuracy but low on recall. It is also interesting to

note that Model_builtin also showed low disparity

in accuracy.

We performed demographic parity analysis for the

gender feature and it showed that distribution is

fairly similar across the gender feature with no bias

towards any of them.

Also, an equal opportunity test across the ethnicity

feature confirmed that the data distribution across

different categories is equally represented in the

final dataset after applying the mitigation

techniques. Similarly, a multiple variable analysis

using combination of gender and ethnicity showed

that each pair of the two features has been treated

fairly in the final dataset before training the

machine learning model.

As stated earlier the model cannot be expected to

have 100% fairness, but the above mentioned best

practices could come handy in identifying and

mitigating the underlying bias, if present. Apart

from that, there are tools like TensorFlow Model

Analysis to evaluate user experience in real-world

scenarios across broad spectrum of users to test

and iterate the AI system before finally deploying in

production environment.

Apart from numerical data, we also implemented

adversarial learning to mitigate unwanted bias from

textual data. The machine learning algorithms

learnt from real world textual data often have

biases encoded, and this bias can be illustrated

through word analogies built from learned

embeddings.
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We computed similarity scores between different

word embeddings as shown in table to understand

the bias effect. Now, in absence of any bias, the

prediction Y of the model, given input X, should be

completely unrelated to the protected variable Z.

The pair of words such as racial pair (“black”:

“white”) were identified that needed to be

removed. The pair had race as the only difference

in their semantics. We computed the difference

between their embeddings to produce vectors in

the embeddings’ semantic space which were

roughly parallel to the semantics of race.

Machine learning models have always been

considered as black box models and with the

widespread use of deep learning methods, this

belief has only strengthen with time. A well trained

model can predict a patient to develop stage IV

cancer in the coming month, but without the

interpretability the concerned physician will not

simply believe the result. A human life cannot be

put on stake by simply believing a mathematical

model. The major problems associated with

interpretability are:

Understanding complex AI models can be hard

even for experts. A machine learning model or a

deep neural network combines huge amount of

information consisting of clinical history, drugs,

lab exams, vital signs, biomarkers to come up

with the prediction result. But without

interpretability it is extremely difficult even for

machine learning experts to explain the premise

behind the prediction made by the model given

that it processed information from thousands of

variables to come up with the prediction result.

AI system contains millions of parameters and

mathematical operations, which makes it

extremely difficult to identify set of variable(s)

responsible for a certain prediction. Linear

techniques such as regression and decision

forests does provide certain level of

interpretability but these techniques could not

achieve the level of accuracy and efficiency as

achieved by advanced machine learning

methods.

1.

2.

Interpretability should be treated as a core part of

the user experience and the interaction should

happen in the development cycle itself. It would

help developer to test and refine the assumptions

about user needs and expected goals. A good UX

medium always comes handy and it helps user build

useful mental models of the AI system. Absence of

a clear understanding could impact the working of

AI system as the user tends to make up their own

theories which could in turn negatively impact the

system. Available techniques like embedding

projector, facet, integrated gradients help define

the weightage of every feature for the prediction

made and when coupled with a visualization tool

provide easy to understand visuals for user

interaction.

LIFE SINGULARITY ETHICAL AI
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PRINCIPLE 2:
INTERPRETABILITY

As the parameters could diverge easily, we

therefore, initialized the parameters of the

adversary to be extremely small, to ensure that the

classifier does not overfit against a particular (sub-

optimal) adversary and it largely helped in

debiasing the word pairs to a larger extent as

shown in the table.



Techniques like federated learning has been able to

address the privacy issue to a greater extent. This

involves training a global model using locally stored

data which prevents data movement between

systems and thus make the system less prone to

privacy concerns. Also, models could be locally

trained and then an ensemble of the locally trained

models could be used globally for real world

implementation.
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Design the model to be interpretable by starting

with the smallest set of inputs necessary to assess

the model performance as it also helps for easy

understanding of the features affecting the model.

Accuracy of the model should not be the primary

metric of the training exercise, as it could

inaccurately represent the model performance. A

model could predict a sample of 100 observations

with only 5 positive as all negative thereby

suggesting an accuracy of 95%, whereas if look at

the sensitivity (0 in this case) we will be able to

conclude that the prediction results are highly

inaccurate or biased.

PRINCIPLE 3: PRIVACY
Data privacy has emerged as one of the topmost

concern globally for all the organizations dealing

with sensitive data related to its users. At times, the

training data and input data post model

deployment could be sensitive and include personal

identifiable information fields. Specially in

healthcare domain, every bit of data fall under

sensitive category and thus needs to be protected

under extreme regulatory requirements.

Machine learning models are trained to remember

patterns which is great for an accurate prediction

but could be misused if not addressed in a secured

manner. Different models could learn different

patterns about the same person, and a possible

interaction between the two models could actually

reveal the identity of the person leading to serious

consequences.

Research work in this direction has been addressing

these concerns but no method could cover 100% of

the scenarios. The collection and handling of data

in responsible manner could be the first step

towards data privacy. If the model could be trained

without the use of sensitive data, then it could

prevent any future privacy issue. But if it is essential

to use sensitive data, efforts should be made to

minimize the use of such data and implement

encryption techniques to properly safeguard the

data during transit times.

PRINCIPLE 4: SECURITY

When an AI system is built and deployed in an

external environment, it becomes all the more prone

to security attacks and related threats. There are

many challenges associated with managing the

security especially covering all the scenarios ahead

of time. It becomes even more difficult to predict a

security threat as the models are built to solve

problems which are deemed complex by a human

being and developing a security mechanism to

counter all possible scenarios is not always possible.

On top of that, the advancement in technology

happens at such a rapid rate that it is challenging

to keep with the pace and identify possible threat

situations. But still there are still recommendations

for any AI system which could take care of most of

the security issues and thus help maintain long term

stability for the deployed model.
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Sensing devices are pre-registered to a user via

an encryption token process and thus it strictly

restricts data visibility to the concerned user.

The underlying platform for the device collects

data through apps and permits data to arrive

into the Life Singularity Cloud in an encrypted

manner.

Once in Life Singularity cloud, data is protected

by: 

Identity and Access Management (IAM)

procedures that permission who can see

Patients’ data

Permission to Patient + designated person at

employer

Policies with every layer of data protected

along with the data storage

At Life Singularity, we engage with third party

software and hardware which always throws a lot of

challenges to maintain the security protocol. And,

working with healthcare data always comes with a

greater risk to manage for a successful process

implementation. We partnered with multiple vendors

for FDA-approved remote sensing devices for patient

monitoring and research purposes.

We have deployed the following mechanism to

combat any potential security threat to the system:

LIFE SINGULARITY ETHICAL AI
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We have a Business Associate Agreements (BAA)

with cloud providers to jointly share:

• Appropriate safeguards for PHI

• Ensure that all PHI that is processed, stored, and

transmitted using encrypted HIPAA Eligibility

Services

• A Shared Responsibility Model is designed where: 

o Cloud provider is responsible for securing

infrastructure that runs all of the services offered by

the Cloud 

o Life Singularity responsible for any personal data

we put in the cloud 

• Life Singularity sets up individual user accounts

with Identity and Access Management so that each

user is only given the permissions necessary and to

realize data protection by design principles under

the GDPR when using Cloud


